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I THOUGHT THERE WERE A FEW THINGS yOU OUGHT TO kNOW AbOUT US. bEFORE yOU GET INvOLvED WITH HUGE

FIRST, WE ASk A LOT OF qUESTIONS, EvEN ON SMALL PROjEcTS. WE DO 
IT bEcAUSE OUR PROcESS REqUIRES US TO UNDERSTAND OUR cLIENTS’ 
bUSINESS SITUATIONS bEFORE WE DESIGN ANyTHING.

NExT, WHILE OUR GRAPHIc DESIGN WORk IS WHAT SEEMS TO GET US 
NOTIcED, OUR HERITAGE IS AcTUALLy IN RETAIL. MEANING, WE GREW 
OUR bUSINESS by WINNING REPEAT bUSINESS FROM cLIENTS WHO 
DEMANDED MEASURAbLE SALES INcREASES AND LOvELy DESIGNS.

FINALLy, WE’RE AWARE THAT WHEN SELEcTING A DESIGN PARTNER, IT’S 
ULTIMATELy AbOUT THE qUALITy OF THE WORk. SO WE jUST HOPE yOU 
ENjOy THE SAMPLES WE’vE ASSEMbLED IN THIS bROcHURE. 

DAvID SkOkNA
PARTNER + cREATIvE DIREcTOR, HUGE



POWER + PLEASURE FOR 31 MILLION 

AOL’s interface was no longer communicating the promise of 
the world’s largest online community. 

Their main toolbar was threatening to overflow with options. 
Our task was to communicate the renewed spirit of the AOL 
brand, while keeping everything instantly recognizable to a 
worldwide audience. 

Result: The new look and feel of AOL 9.0 has earned the ser-
vice its best reviews in years, and the company as a whole 
has taken some impressive steps forward.
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AMERIcA ON-LINE (AOL 9.0) cLIENT INTERFAcE & IcONS REFRESH
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cOME TOGETHER

Atlantic Records had a deep catalogue of media assets.  
The challenge was to make it stand out among all the other 
sources of music content.  
 
Also important, the label needed to become a commu-
nity—an authentic venue for music fans to interact, but didn’t 
feel like a corporate hub. could music fans be made to feel 
comfortable purchasing directly from the label?

Result: Our redesign solved these problems by positioning 
Atlantic as a trusted source of exclusive information. Tests 
have shown a very high acceptance rate even among music 
experts, a famously skeptical group.

LAUNcHING FALL 2004

DIGITAL ARcHIvE + WEbSITE
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bLUEPRINT FOR GROWTH

IDENTITy, bRAND POSITIONING, WEbSITE, PRINT

Hunter college tapped HUGE to develop an integrated mar-
keting plan for its fastest-growing program, the International 
English Language Institute. 

Our solution enabled Hunter to leverage its most valuable 
potential asset, a large network of successful, satisfied 
graduates. We identified efficient ways to reach both key 
audiences: foreign executives working in Manhattan, and 
students preparing to study abroad. 

And to build trust and give prospects people with whom they 
can identify, we developed targeted testimonials from satis-
fied alumni around the world. 

Result: both programs have been expanded significantly 
based on increased enrollment in the first half of 2004. In 
addition, electronic media has outperformed direct mail, 
lowering costs and expanding the college’s reach. 

03/2004
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WORLDWIDE SHOPPING SOLUTION 06/2002

Millions of loyal customers in thirty-three markets world-
wide know there’s nothing quite like the IkEA shopping expe-
rience. And now there’s nothing like the IkEA website. 

HUGE developed a comprehensive e-commerce solution for 
IkEA, including research, strategy, and all the aspects of 
the user experience. We also designed a propretary system 
for producing and localizing thousands of product display 
templates annually in several alphabets.  

Our solution had to satisfy the specialized needs of local 
IkEA markets from beijing to Seattle, while conveying the 
same core IkEA values.

Result: We met aggressive goals for conversion rates, 
customer service costs, and repeat site visits, while invent-
ing new ways for the world’s largest furniture company to 
inform and inspire consumers.

WORLDWIDE cOMMERcE SOLUTION
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The IkEA brand is celebrated throughout the world for good 
design at an affordable price.

but until recently, the only point of contact between IkEA 
and consumers was the individual franchisees. The IkEA 
corporation lacked a centralized way to educate the public 
about the inspired business philosophy at the heart of the 
company’s success.

To develop the very first public face of IkEA, HUGE conducted 
extensive interviews with stakeholders throughout this vast 
organization.

Result: The IkEA corporate site was born in Spring 2004, 
after succesfully meeting the demands of diverse consitu-
encies within IkEA. The website continues to communicate 
the core company values that have made the company the 
innovative success it is today.

UNcÖRPORATE 07/2004

cORPORATE WEb SITE



GREAT bRANDS ARE ALWAyS IN STyLE

condé Nast needed to create a strongly differentiated brand 
identity for its Style.com (the online home of vOGUE and W 
magazine) properties. competitors such as InStyle Magazine 
and The Style Network had already claimed valuable terri-
tory. 

HUGE developed a new branding solution including Internet, 
outdoor, print, and Tv. Our goal was nothing less than to re-
establish Style.com as the clear leader in its segment .

Result: Like the work of the iconic clothing designers, the 
new identity is both timeless and fashionable, and has suc-
cessfully appealed to the property’s wide readership.
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12/2002

IDENTITy



Hillier Motion Graphic Stills
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ExPERT ADvIcE 08/2003

Hillier had grown to become the third-largest architecture 
firm in the U.S., but awareness of the firm among media and 
prestigious international clients remained relatively low.

HUGE started by conducting comprehensiv brand discovery 
research to help Hillier update its identity. The new direction 
allowed the firm to showcase its strengths more aggres-
sively, while staying true to its heritage.

From a design standpoint, there is now a more human, per-
sonal touch that aims to create a direct connection between 
the site’s visitors and the renowned experts that lead the 
firm’s various practice areas.

Result: The new branding approach quickly raised Hillier’s 
profile and has become the cornerstone of its new business 
development efforts. 

IDENTITy, bRAND POSITIONING, WEb SITE



b2b Sales campaign
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HIGHER PERcEIvED vALUE

cNbc needed to sell more airtime in an increasingly crowded 
category. The audience was perhaps the toughest of all: 
skeptical media buyers.

We decided our campaign had to focus on the network’s sim-
ple yet inimitable value proposition—its people. We filmed 
their award-winning anchors. We created in-depth profiles of 
specific viewers. We made sure everyone remembered which 
network had the most affluent and influential audience. 

To complete this integrated campaign, we brought new levels 
of power and magic to cNbc’s sales materials.

Result: The highest upfront ad sales in the network’s history.

03/2003

ANNUAL SALES DRIvE



b2b Sales campaign, below:  Logo Explorations
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ExPLOSIvE GROWTH

While it was still a small start-up, Silverpop developed a 
breakthrough, enterprise-class software technology and 
was poised for world domination. 

HUGE was brought in to handle the other half of the equation, 
working closely with Silverpop on all design-related initia-
tives. We started by interviewing target users of the soft-
ware, to discover which kinds of interfaces would provide 
them with the most power and pleasure. 

This was the first step in a process that led to a series of 
critically acclaimed product designs. Along the way, we pro-
vided an original logotype, brand stylebook, and corporate 
website, to differentiate Silverpop from competitors, and help 
it win its first customers. 

Result: With its products enjoying high customer acceptance, 
Silverpop went on to raise over $35MM in venture funding 
and has become a rare success story in its category.

11/2001

IDENTITy, bRAND POSITIONING, WEb SITE, PRINT cAMPAIGN
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TO LEARN MORE AbOUT HOW THE PROjEcTS IN THIS bROcHURE 
ADvANcED OUR cLIENTS’ bUSINESSES cONTAcT: 

GENE LIEbEL AT 718.625.4843 x15 /GLIEbEL@HUGEINc.cOM.



HUGE
20 jAy STREET, 10TH FLOOR
bROOkLyN, NEW yORk, 11021
718.625.HUGE
WWW.HUGEINc.cOM


